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I have been employed by Carbal Medical Services, an
Aboriginal Medical Service offering extensive health
services and programs in Toowoomba and the Southern
Darling Downs, for the past 8 years. I am a qualified
Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander Health Worker and
currently hold the Senior Management position of
Community Outreach Manager.

I have been a Cultural Mentor for GPTQ for the past 2
years. It was an absolute honour to be asked by Dr Danielle
Arabena if I would like to be the Cultural Mentor for the
Registrars that are employed by Carbal, but it’s not only for
Carbal, it is for all GPTQ Registrars, if they need guidance
and support around handling the First Nations community
health journey.

I deliver Cultural Sessions with the Registrars, where we
discuss the Role of an Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander
Health Worker and how to utilise the Health Worker to get
a better holistic outcome for their client.  We also discuss
Cultural Safety and what that means to their clients and
also what that means for their clinic.

I believe that having a Cultural Mentor in an AMS
(Aboriginal Medical Service) is going to bridge the gap
between First Nations people and the doctors through
more understanding from the doctors, in knowing the
complexities of the needs, and also the historical issues
that the First Nations people have endured. 
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My name is Charlie Rowe and I am a proud Aboriginal
man from the Kamilaroi tribe of Northern NSW. I grew
up in Toowoomba. My mum’s family is from a little
mission called Toomelah and I maintain my ‘Country’
connections with the people of this area.



September 13 brings the anniversary of a historical milestone
for Indigenous peoples across the world in which the United
Nations General Assembly adopted the UN Declaration on the
Rights of Indigenous Peoples in 2007. The Declaration was the
outcome of more than 20 years of courageous conversations
and difficult negotiations by Indigenous activists across the
world to gain international recognition of their rights including
minimum standards for the survival, dignity and well-being of
the Indigenous Peoples of the world.  
 
It is a living historical document about the collective struggles
and lived experiences of all Indigenous peoples across the
world and it is also hope for future generations as it enshrines
the collective and individual rights of Indigenous peoples in
relation to their culture, land, health, self-government,
education, employment and social development.

For many decades, Indigenous organisations from across
Australia lobbied international human rights bodies to
support the concept of an international declaration which the
UN finally endorsed in September 2007.

However, it wasn’t until 2009 that Australia ratified the
Declaration due largely to the significant tireless contributions
of Indigenous Australians. GPTQ Board Member and Kab-bai
Committee Member Les Collins also pointed to the change in
government in 2008 from Tory to Labour was a significant
factor in Australia moving to support the Declaration. 
 
“Prior to 2008, the Coalition government refused to ratify the
Declaration on ideological grounds and progress on its
implementation was thwarted by constant attacks from a
Coalition opposition from 2009 to 2013 and halted when the
Coalition won government again in 2013,” Les said.

The  Declaration requires countries to consult with their
Indigenous peoples with the goal of obtaining their consent
on matters which impact upon them. In Australia, it is clear
there is still practical work and change required for
Indigenous peoples to be able to enjoy the rights set out in
the Declaration which Australia has ratified at the
international level but not enacted at a domestic level.

CELEBRATING 
13 YEARS OF THE UN DECLARATION ON THE

RIGHTS OF INDIGENOUS PEOPLES

Articles 3, 4, 20, 23, 26 and 32 of the Declaration provide
clarity to States on what the right of self-determination entails.
Apart from the efforts of Indigenous communities themselves
and the establishment of their community controlled
organisations, little if anything has been done by Australian
governments to enact Indigenous peoples right of self-
determination.
 
Although the Australian government’s Close The Gap policy
and programs does attempt to address some of the socio-
economic issues cited in the Declaration, progress has been
slow and largely ineffective.

We encourage you to read in full the UN Declaration on the
Rights of Indigenous Peoples.

https://www.un.org/development/desa/indigenouspeoples/wp-content/uploads/sites/19/2018/11/UNDRIP_E_web.pdf


LEGACY MAP
The massacres of Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander people
by European colonists between 1788 and 1930 were
documented in newspaper accounts, station records, private
correspondence from settlers, and in records kept by officers
in charge of Native Police patrols. The true extent of these
harrowing massacres is unknown as many were not recorded.
We invite you to take a moment or two to reflect on some of
the stories shared by the men and women affected, to this
day, by the Stolen Generation.

The trauma and memories of such massacres live on within
Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander people and their
descendants. Without the opportunity to heal, the impact of
such trauma is passed from one generation to the next.

The GPTQ Landscape Legacy Map is a new initiative to better
understand what our surrounding landscape is telling us
about the epigenetics and impact of intergenerational trauma
upon our local Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander
communities. It is hoped ongoing historical research into
locations of local massacres will help General Practitioners in
their understanding and holistic healthcare approach towards
Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander patients.

Reported Massacres in Darling Downs & West Moreton 

Crampton's Corner Massacre, Darling Downs 1838:
Crampton’s Corner Massacre, Darling Downs 1838: Thomas
Crampton, one of the first settlers on the Darling Downs,
sighted up to 20 Bigambul men in the trees armed with
spears waiting for his herd of cattle to come in. He rode his
horse a short distance away, and then came back and shot
them all.

Maranoa District 1840s: Aboriginal-settler violence became
constant with the push by settlers to permanently occupy the
Maranoa district, an era which became known as the
Mandandanji Land War. The Native Police waged a bloody
campaign to suppress Aboriginal resistance in areas around
present-day Goondiwindi, Condamine, Miles, Mitchell and
Surat.

Mt Haldon Massacre, Darling Downs 27 July 1843:  At
least 12 Yuggera people were killed in open scrub by
Commissioner of Crown Lands Christopher Rolleston and his
men in reprisal for the killing of a station hand.

Rosewood Scrub Massacre, Darling Downs:
Commissioner of Crown Lands Christopher Rolleston, Lt
Johnstone, soldiers, settlers and stockman chased Jagera
warriors led by Multuggerah (King Moppy) following the battle

of One-Tree Hill in which settlers leading a heavily-armed
convoy of supplies were embarrassingly defeated by
Multuggerah’s successful guerrilla campaign. At least 12
Jagera warriors were shot to death in the Rosewood scrub
area. This battle led to 15 years of conflict between the Jagera,
Giabal and Jarowair peoples and European settlers in the
Darling Downs.

The number of recorded massacres for this area are vast and
cannot be featured in one newsletter alone. These stories are just
the tip of the iceberg of tragedies for the Traditional Owners of
Darling Downs and West Moreton region. 
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Potato, Leek, Cannellini Beans & Lemon Myrtle Soup

To connect with Tracy, use the following links: 
https://www.wattleseednutrition.com
https://www.instagram.com/wattleseednutrition/
https://www.facebook.com/WattleseedNutrition/
https://www.linkedin.com/in/tracy-hardy-bnutrdiet-apd-maicd-95a8a5117/

https://player.whooshkaa.com/shows/indigenous-health-medtalk
https://youtu.be/f2CaGpvG5bYhttps:/www.youtube.com/channel/UComzbsXZrVsUEGHRdw7M4sg/videos
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UComzbsXZrVsUEGHRdw7M4sg/videos
https://www.wattleseednutrition.com/
https://www.instagram.com/wattleseednutrition/
https://www.facebook.com/WattleseedNutrition/
https://www.linkedin.com/in/tracy-hardy-bnutrdiet-apd-maicd-95a8a5117/


SOUTH BRISBANE HISTORICAL FIGURES
MULTUGGERAH 1820C-1846

Like his influential and diplomatic father, at a young age he
quickly won the confidence of the surrounding mountain
clans to deal with the invasion of their lands. He warned
European settlers not to come through the lands on their
livestock and supply runs.

When he was ignored, the warrior leader organised guerrilla
style tactics including road blocks by chopping down timber
so wagons could not pass. Sieges were carried out on
livestock and supply runs and sheep were mustered away
with the purpose of decimating the economic livelihood of
settlers and removing them from the area. The organised
resistance campaign continued for 15 years.

The most famous and brave act of skill and defiance was the
Battle of One-Tree Hill (depicted below) now known as Table
Top Mountain. In September 1843, Multuggerah sent a
warning to his friend Campbell that an uprising was
imminent. To the settler’s surprise, Multuggerah together
with 100 warriors ambushed a heavily-armed convoy of
three loaded bullock drays heading up the range pass from
today’s Ipswich. The warriors hid on the steep slopes at the
narrowest point of the pass, logs had been placed across
the path to prevent the drays reversing while the sides were
fenced up with saplings tied to trees. 

The drays were halted by the obstacles. With a flurry of
spears and bellowing their war song, the warriors sent the
14 armed men fleeing back to Bonifant’s Inn near today’s
Gatton. Multuggerah and his warriors took the supplies
from the drays and retreated into the mountains. 

The squatters and armed men returned the next day to the
drays to mount a reprisal attack. The warriors from their
vantage point on the slopes were able to drive back the
squatters by hurling spears, stones and rolling down
boulders. The legacy of their defeat was a continual
embarrassment for the squatters who were not accustomed
to being beaten.

Some believe that Multuggerah lived to a great age but he
was almost certainly killed in 1846 in the fighting that raged
across the landscape for decades. Today there is a plaque
honouring Multuggerah ‘King Moppy’ in Duggan Park,
Toowoomba.

Multuggerah (1830s – 1846) is remembered as a young
leader, strategist and warrior who fought the expansion of
European settlers into the lands of the Jagera, Giabal and
Jarowair peoples (Darling Downs) which was home to tens of
thousands of Aboriginal tribes.

It was in the 1840s, that European settlers attempted to
expand their colony into the lands of the Jagera Nation. The
settlers did not understand the Aboriginal peoples’ deep
spiritual connection to the land, treating its natural features
and sacred sites poorly.  Understandably tensions grew and
soon led to conflict.  

Multuggerah also known as ‘Campbell, King Moppy, Young
Moppy’ was the youngest son of Old Moppy. His nickname
of Campbell originated from the first time Multuggerah was
kidnapped by John Campbell at gunpoint when he led a
surprise ambush on the British soldiers. Young Multuggerah
was apparently impressed by his captor and they exchanged
names resulting in Multuggerah’s lifelong commitment in
protecting Campbell.

Following the shooting of his father, Old Moppy, also a
powerful leader, and his brother, Wooinambi, Multuggerah
vowed to take action against the murdering and killing of his
people and the dispersal of his people from their lands. 

The Way of the Warrior
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CARBAL - STRONG FATHERS
"I just love my culture; I love my mob. I appreciate where
everybody comes from. I come to work to make a
difference and create better outcomes." 

Carbal Medical Services, based at Toowoomba, established a
program called ‘Strong Fathers, Strong Families’ to help
Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander fathers, grandfathers,
uncles and carers contribute positively to the health and
wellbeing of their children, to the mother’s pregnancy and
provide a nurturing family environment. The program is open
to Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander families residing in
Toowoomba and Warwick.

Charlie Rowe, Carbal Medical Services’ Community Outreach
Manager, said the ‘Strong Fathers, Strong Families program’ is
having a significant impact on keeping men out of jail,
reducing their risk of re-offending and changing the behaviour
of domestic violence perpetrators. 

‘To be honest, when I moved into the role of the Strong
Fathers program, I didn't think it was going to get as big as it is
now, and it helped me personally grow into what I'm doing
now. My passion is our mob. Our history is sad and sorry, but
there are a lot of lovely parts about our culture. I struggled
growing up as a kid with racism, and I just want our men and
our Indigenous peoples to have a voice. And the way they can
have a voice, is walking strong and proud, and contributing to
society as they should.

The program is trying to break the cycle of alcohol, drugs and
domestic violence for our men, and create a safe and calm
environment for our children and mothers. It’s to show our
men that the normal thing is taking care of your partner,
taking care of your kids, and having a healthy mind to make
better choices.

The men think the program a bit strange at first, but once
they understand what I'm trying to show them and we start
talking about self-care, bonding and connecting with their
families, how to better communicate and listen to their
partner and children, keeping mum in a calm and relaxed
state especially during her pregnancy, they realise the
program is an outlet for them and it’s good to have a yarn
with other men. 

If the men feel anxiety talking about their issues in a group
situation, I do one-on-one sessions with them until they feel
comfortable in a group. We hold our sessions once a week
over seven weeks in the local park. It’s good having the
sessions outside because traditionally we walk around our
Country and sit in our Country, it helps them to feel safe and
more comfortable.

We talk about the role of a dad, why it’s important to be a
good dad, what attributes do they look for in a good role 

model themselves and what they would like to be to their
children.

“We discuss how communication is not just talking, it’s about
listening and valuing other opinions. We encourage our men
to spend time and connect with their kids to create good
memories for their children and to also start talking and
connecting to bubs when they are still in Mum’s tummies.
They understand that connecting in this way is creating good
memories for their kids and giving them confidence. 

We then look at behaviours and what outside contributors
affect behaviour like drugs and alcohol. We learn about the
‘four corners’ of mental, emotional, social and physical health
and how to recognise causes, signs and symptoms of anger
and stress, and what strategies can be used to help manage
anger and stress. 

It's important that we talk about our culture and our
ancestors. We take the men to visit a special place called
Gummingurru which has a deep spiritual connection for the
Jarowair people. It’s a place where sacred ceremonies were
performed for the initiation of men. It’s important for
everyone to understand connection to their Country.  For an
Aboriginal man to go back to and connect with his Country
helps with his spiritual and mental wellbeing, giving him a
sense of belonging and feeling calm and safe. 

I feel very privileged to be a Cultural Mentor for GPTQ, to be
able to share our learnings with Registrars and helping them
to better understand the complex needs of our culture and
the health journey of our mob to a better quality of life.’



HEALING A BROKEN SYSTEM

Across Australia, thousands are taking part in Black Lives
Matter events sparking important conversations about the
432 Indigenous deaths in custody recorded in Australia
over the past 30 years and shining the light on systemic
racism.

Dr Danielle Arabena recently spoke with medical
anthropologist and thought-leader Professor Gregory Phillips,
who has thirty years’ experience in leading change in cultural
safety, healing and decolonisation, about Indigenous health
equality and the importance of health professionals working
with Indigenous knowledge and being appropriately
supported by the health care and governance systems they
are working within.

Gregory who is from the Waanyi and Jaru peoples,
acknowledged there is confusion around the meaning of
terms cultural safety, cultural awareness, cultural
competence, cultural capability, culturally appropriate, cultural
awareness and cultural proficiency.

Put simply, cultural safety is not about culture, it is about
racism and sovereignty. Cultural safety refers to addressing
racism and unconscious bias in the enabling environment
delivering policy or services to Aboriginal and Torres Strait
Islander peoples.

Gregory explains that we are mistaken in thinking that if non-
Indigenous people learn about Aboriginal and Torres Strait
Islander culture, then somehow, they magically understand
the impacts of colonisation upon the health and wellbeing of
Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander peoples. “Learning about
Aboriginal and Torres Strait islander culture will not alone
stop unconscious racism, and even if we repeatedly trained all
health professionals perfectly about cultural safety in
hospitals and clinics, this would still not make the workplace
culturally safe, nor would it close the gap in improving health
outcomes,” he said.

“The other half of the story is the impact of institutional health
policies, procedures, funding, governance, evaluation
methods and decision-making. Who makes the decisions for
Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander health? Whose value
systems, whose measurement systems, whose science and
healing is at play here?

“What we need to be clear on is that Aboriginal and Torres
Strait Islander leaders and health professionals in the system
should lead Indigenous health and budget decisions on our
terms using our own health paradigms, our values and our
cultures.”

These critical conversations are based on what Aunty Lilla
Watson describes as the Aboriginal Terms of Reference which
is the paradigm that Australia and the world urgently needs, in
that Aboriginal people must have equal power, resources and
sovereignty in delivering it.

“It's no use thinking that we can train Aboriginal health
workers or Aboriginal doctors in Western medicine and send
them into the Western system to close the gap. That is
important, however Aboriginal health workers and Aboriginal
psychologists have reported and are experiencing racism in
the system because the system still sees us as the problem,”
he said.

“The system is not seeing itself as the problem. In terms of
terminology, I prefer to use the term cultural safety because
cultural competence, cultural awareness, cultural respect, all
those things, usually only refer to the individual skills of the
health professional, and they usually only refer to Aboriginals
as the problem.”
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Gregory also highlights rather than just teaching health
professionals and medical students about Aboriginal and
Torres Strait Islander culture, we also have to teach the
culture of the self so that non-Indigenous people understand
their potential for unconscious bias and racism. Even if the
individual’s intention is to do no harm, the effect of systemic
racism can be very real if they don't understand what might
be racist judgment and action.

“We need to define cultural safety as being an ongoing
learning process, being about the skills and competencies of
the individual and also measuring the workplace culture,
governance, funding and enabling environment factors,” he
said.  

“We also have to be clear on whose paradigm in terms of
reference we're operating on, but it can't only be thinking
about the white way of doing things and that the white
system, values, and measurements are the only things that
matter. 

“Lastly, we have to ensure that it's a quality improvement
approach rather than a tick box exercise. We have to be much
more sophisticated in what and how we teach cultural safety
in medical schools and colleges.”

Listen to further insights and thought-provoking conversation
with Gregory in the special edition MeDTalk podcast
Unconscious bias, cultural safety and racism in health: How
we heal a broken system with Professor Gregory Phillips.
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Connect with Professor Gregory Phillips on Twitter or
LinkedIn: @gregoryabstarr  

https://player.whooshkaa.com/episode/667373


WHAT'S ON JULY-SEPT 2020

4 August - National Aboriginal & Torres Strait Islander Childrens Day 
Children’s Day is a time for Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander families to celebrate the strengths
and culture of their children. It’s also an opportunity for all Australians to show support for Aboriginal
and Torres Strait Islander children and learn more about the ongoing challenges that stem from
colonisation and its impacts of intergenerational trauma, dislocation from land and culture and
community disempowerment. Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander children are twice as likely to be
developmentally vulnerable early in life, and only half as likely to access early education as non-
Indigenous children.  This Children’s Day theme is ‘We Play, We Learn, We Belong’ promoting the
critical importance of early years education for Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander children. If you
would like to order a Children’s Day poster for your practice, please visit AboriginalChildrensDay.

5-12 July NAIDOC Week 
NAIDOC Week is an opportunity for all Australians to come together to celebrate the rich history,
diverse cultures and achievements of  Aboriginal  and Torres Strait Islander peoples as the oldest
continuing cultures on this earth. Due to the impacts of COVID-19, the National NAIDOC
Committee has decided to postpone NAIDOC Week 2020 towards the end of the year to protect the
safety of Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander communities and their Elders. The new dates will soon be
announced by the National NAIDOC Committee.

1 July - Coming of the Light
The Coming of the Light is an annual holiday for Torres Strait Islanders to celebrate the coming of
Christianity to the islands in the Torres Strait. The Rev Samuel MacFarlane from the London
Missionary Society anchored at Erub (Darnley Island) on 1 July 1871. Dabad, a Warrior Clan Elder on
Erub defied tribal law to welcome the clergy and teachers. The acceptance of missionaries and
Christianity into the Torres Strait Islands led to significant changes upon every aspect of their lives.
Today Torres Strait Islander communities across the islands and the mainland come together to
honour this anniversary with religious and cultural ceremonies including a re-enactment of the
landing at Kemus Beach on Erub.

2 September - Indigenous Literacy Day 
Indigenous Literacy Day is a national celebration of Indigenous culture, stories, language and literacy.
According to the 2018 National Assessment Program for Literacy and Numeracy (NAPLAN), only 36%
of Indigenous Year 5 students in very remote areas are at or above national minimum reading
standards, compared to 96% for non-Indigenous students in major cities. The Indigenous Literacy
Foundation host an event and activities on this day to raise funds and bring attention to the
disadvantages experienced in remote communities and also encourage the rest of Australia to
advocate for more equal access to literacy resources for remote communities. Happy Indigenous
Literacy Day and happy reading!

13 September - Anniversary of the UN Declaration on the rights of Indigenous Peoples
In a historic vote on 13 September 2007, 144 countries of the United Nations General Assembly
voted to adopt the UN Declaration on the Rights of Indigenous Peoples. Eleven countries abstained,
and only four countries including Australia, Canada, New Zealand and the United States voted against
it. Since 2007, these four countries reversed their positions and officially endorsed the Declaration.
The Declaration protects collective rights and individual rights of Indigenous Peoples in relation to
self-government, land, education, employment, health and other areas, and also requires countries to
consult with their Indigenous peoples in obtaining their consent on matters which concern them.

https://aboriginalchildrensday.com.au/
https://www.indigenousliteracyfoundation.org.au/what-is-indigenous-literacy

